Pop-Up Meeting Kit:
12-Piece Interpreter Set Instructions

To operate receivers (for listeners):
1. Turn on by rotating top dial to the right.
2. Insert headphones into headphone jack and turn numbered knob to match channel with the interpreters transmitter and adjust volume by rotating top dial.

To operate transmitter (for interpreter):
1. Hold top button down for 3 seconds until green light comes on. (If red, charging is needed)
2. Press front center circle button once to adjust channel, press twice to adjust volume and adjust with right and left arrows.
3. Plug in tan transmitter headset and place around neck so that microphone is to the left of your face. Hook ear pieces to ears.

To charge receivers and transmitter: Plug in charger dock to wall outlet. Facing forward, insert unit with low battery into slot, matching metal contacts. If placed correctly, corresponding red light will turn on, and batteries will begin charging. When SLOW blinking light appears, batteries are fully charged.

If fast blinking light occurs, batteries are very low, or need replacing. Replace with NiMH batteries only. Do not replace with alkaline batteries unless Alkaline/NiMH switch has been changed.